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Abstract  16 
The Attenuation Versus Evolved Carbon (AVEC) plot is a new way to represent thermal-    17 
optical organic carbon/elemental carbon (OC/EC) analysis data.  The accumulated carbon 18 
concentration is plotted against the attenuation (ln (I0/I)). Unlike the thermogram, it 19 
provides information about the sample properties rather than the instantaneous instrument 20 
sensor status.  21 
The plot can be used to refine the determination of OC and EC split point, either from 22 
consideration of laser instability or transit time within the instrument; to investigate the 23 
optical properties of the particles; and to spot the early evolution of pyrolysed carbon (PC) 24 
and/or EC during the inert phase. 25 
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168 samples from three sites were studied. The gradient of the AVEC plot curve in the 26 
oxygenated phase provides information about the mass absorption cross section (σ) of the 27 
particles leaving the filter. The σ of the PC generated in the higher temperature Quartz 28 
protocol was greater than the PC generated in the lower temperature EUSAAR_2 protocol. 29 
Also, in both cases the PC evolved at a lower temperature in the oxygenated phase than the 30 
native EC.  31 
To minimise the shadowing effect, σ was also measured for the particles leaving the filter at 32 
the end of the analysis. These σ values, which are expected to be a combination of inherent 33 
σ together with fixed instrumental factors, were consistent between the different sites (45 ± 34 
10 m2 g-1 in rural samples, 42 ± 8 m2 g-1 in urban samples and 35 ± 14 m2 g-1 in roadside 35 
samples). 36 
 37 
The AVEC plot can be generated from the data routinely produced by the analytical 38 
instrument using the R-code supplied in the supplementary material. 39 
 40 
1 Introduction 41 
Elemental Carbon (EC) is an important component of our air pollution. Air pollution 42 
consists of a complex combination of gases and particulate matter (PM), the term for the 43 
mixture of solid particles and liquid droplets found in the air.  44 
PM profoundly impacts human health (Kim et al., 2015), visibility, natural ecosystems, the 45 
weather, and the climate (IPCC, 2013 ). These PM effects are dependent on the aerosol 46 
properties, including the number concentration, size, and chemical composition. PM is 47 
emitted directly into the atmosphere (primary) or formed in the atmosphere through gas-48 
to-particle conversion (secondary) (Zhang et al., 2015). Furthermore, primary and secondary 49 
PM undergoes chemical and physical transformations and is subjected to transport, cloud 50 
processing, and removal from the atmosphere.  51 
Carbon in PM falls broadly into three categories that are defined operationally: EC, organic 52 
carbon (OC), and carbonate carbon (CC). Recently, more attention has been drawn to EC, 53 
due to its linkage to adverse health (Janssen et al., 2011, Janssen et al., 2012, Samoli et al., 54 
2016) and climate effects (Ramanathan and Carmichael, 2008, Jacobson, 2010). Several 55 
studies suggest that EC is a valid indicator for traffic emissions and include its analysis during 56 
monitoring campaigns (Lena et al., 2002, Schauer et al., 2003, Chiappini et al., 2014, 57 
Atkinson et al., 2015, Qadir et al., 2013). A number of EC measurement techniques exists 58 
(Cachier et al., 1989, Watson et al., 2005, Hitzenberger et al., 2006) with the thermal-optical 59 
method being broadly used in Europe and the USA. Usually this follows one of three 60 
common protocols: NIOSH5040 (Birch and Cary, 1996), IMPROVE_A (Chow et al., 2007) and 61 
EUSAAR_2 (Cavalli et al., 2010). 62 
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Measurements of the OC and EC content of particulate samples collected on quartz filters 63 
are commonly made and feature in legislation such as the European Air Quality Directive 64 
[Directive 2008/50/EC]. Details of the analytical technique are given in the Methods section. 65 
While the determination of the total amount of carbon (TC = OC + EC) in the sample is 66 
relatively well defined, it is important to realise that the split of the TC into OC and EC is a 67 
useful but ultimately convention-based process with no precisely correct values. EC is 68 
generally expected to be comparable with eBC, a measure of light-absorbing material 69 
loosely termed "soot" (Petzold et al., 2013). By convention, the OC is the carbonaceous 70 
material that is removed from the filter by heating to a defined temperature in an inert 71 
atmosphere (He), plus any carbonaceous material determined to have been pyrolysed (PC) 72 
during this phase. Optical information is used to assess the pyrolysis using a laser that 73 
measures the transmittance through the filter. EC is the remaining carbonaceous material 74 
removed during the heating of the sample in the later, oxidising atmosphere (He/O2), phase 75 
of the measurement. The system is complicated by the presence of carbonaceous material 76 
in the form of carbonate (Karanasiou et al., 2015), and by interactions with other chemical 77 
components of the material (Fung et al., 2002). 78 
 79 
The main aim of this paper is to present a new method of visualising the sample analysis 80 
data from thermal-optical measurements. This new method has two main advantages: it 81 
provides a more intuitive and useful visual summary of the analysis than the thermogram, 82 
which is commonly used; and it provides information about the optical properties of the 83 
material evolving from the sample during the oxidising phase of the analysis. This opens up 84 
the possibility of improved discrimination between OC and EC, using the data that are 85 
available from routine analysis. We call the new presentation of the analytical data the 86 
Attenuation Versus Carbon Evolved (AV C) plot.  87 
 88 
2 Methods 89 
2.1 Sampling 90 
Two sets of samples were analyzed in this study. First, a set was collected during the 91 
Intensive Observational Periods of the NERC-funded Clean Air for London (ClearfLo) Project 92 
(www.clearflo.ac.uk); a large, multi-institutional collaborative scientific project based in the 93 
UK. Those comprised a winter (January–February) and a summer (July–August) campaign in 94 
2012. The sample locations were Harwell (a rural site in Oxfordshire, 85 km west of London); 95 
London North Kensington (an urban background site located in a school playground in a 96 
residential area); and London Marylebone Road (a roadside site located within 1 m of the 97 
kerbside of a busy main arterial route in central London with traffic flows of ~90,000 98 
vehicles per day). The locations were also part of the Defra Particles Network (Butterfield et 99 
al., 2013). These samples were collected on quartz filters using a Partisol Plus 2025 100 
operating at a flow rate of 16.7 litres min-1. 101 
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 102 
The Centre for Research into Atmospheric Chemistry, University College Cork, supplied the 103 
samples of coal burning emissions that constitute the second set of samples analysed. 104 
 105 
 106 
2.2 OC/EC analysis 107 
OC and EC were measured by an OCEC Sunset laboratory thermal/optical analyser 108 
(Birch and Cary, 1996) using the EUSAAR_2 protocol (Cavalli et al., 2010) and a modified 109 
version of the NIOSH protocol, Quartz. The parameters of the two protocols can be found in 110 
the supplementary material, Table 1. 111 
 112 
 113 
The analysis procedure was the following: after the sample was placed in the main oven, the 114 
temperature was increased from the laboratory temperature to the one stated in the 115 
chosen protocol. At the same time helium (He) was supplied into the sample chamber. The 116 
inert atmosphere and the increasing temperature allowed OC to leave the filter and move 117 
towards the manganese dioxide (oxidising) oven. This consisted of a manganese dioxide 118 
catalyst that converted OC to carbon dioxide (CO2) at 840°C. CO2 was then reduced to 119 
methane (CH4) by a heated nickel catalyst. The CH4 passed through a flame ionisation 120 
detector (FID), which quantified the carbon concentration. After the last temperature ramp 121 
in the inert atmosphere a He/O2 (10%) mixture was introduced into the main oven. In these 122 
conditions, additional carbonaceous material was desorbed from the filter and measured 123 
through the same process as the OC. To correct for OC pyrolysis, the darkening of the filter 124 
was monitored during the analysis by measuring the intensity of light (λ = 660 nm) 125 
transmitted through it (Huntzicker et al., 1982). The light transmittance was then used to 126 
determine the split point between the PC formed from the OC and the native EC by 127 
determining when the transmittance returned to its original value (Turpin et al., 1990, Birch 128 
and Cary, 1996). 129 
A machine blank analysis to check for contamination, and analysis of a standard solution 130 
(potassium phthalate) to check the accuracy of the system for TC, were performed daily. 131 
The blank analysis upper limit was 0.2 μg. The standard solution analysis was not allowed to 132 
deviate more than 5% from the expected value.  133 
 134 
2.3 Basics of Attenuation Versus Evolved Carbon (AVEC) plots 135 
An AVEC plot relates the attenuation through the filter due to the PM collected on the 136 
filter at each second of the analysis to the cumulative carbon evolved during the analysis. 137 
Here, attenuation is defined as ln (I0/I) where I0 is the laser transmittance measured at the 138 
end of the analysis when all the carbonaceous compounds were desorbed and I is the 139 
transmittance measured at each second of analysis (Haessler, 1965, Ahlquist and Charlson, 140 
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1967, Petzold et al., 1997). The cumulative evolved carbon at each second of analysis was 141 
calculated from the calibrated, integrated FID signal expressed as mass of carbon per unit 142 
area of filter.  143 
Due to the use of I0, the AVEC plot can only be created once the analysis is complete. The R 144 
package ggplot2 (Ginestet, 2011) was used to create the AVEC plots from the Rawdata.txt 145 
file, as given in the supplement.  146 
3 Results and discussions 147 
This section aims to: 148 
• Present the AVEC plot and compare it to the thermogram. 149 
• Show how the AVEC plot can be used to assess the effect of laser instability on the 150 
split between OC and EC. 151 
• Show the importance of the instrument transit time when constructing an AVEC plot 152 
and determining the split point in OC/EC analysis more generally. 153 
• Show how the AVEC plot can be a useful tool to spot the presence of early evolution 154 
(the removal of dark material during the inert phase) and to evaluate the carbon 155 
concentration affected by it. 156 
• Describe how AVEC plots provide information about the optical properties of the 157 
particles. 158 
• Compare ambient samples analysed with two protocols, and show the different 159 
optical properties among particles from different sites. 160 
 161 
3.1 From the thermogram to the AVEC plot: greater clarity of the quantities of carbon 162 
and optical changes during the analysis 163 
The OC/EC analysis of a sample is usually visualized in real time by a thermogram, 164 
similar to Morita and Rice (1955). Figure 1 shows an example of a thermogram and its 165 
corresponding AVEC plot. The thermogram displays the temperature ramps and their 166 
starting and ending points; the evolved carbon peaks and their relative abundance; and the 167 
laser transmittance signal. Since this information is obtained while the analysis is taking 168 
place, thermograms allow anomalous signals to be detected in real time.  169 
In contrast, the AVEC plot shows the properties of the sample rather than the instantaneous 170 
instrument sensor status.  171 
 172 
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 173 
Figure 1. (left) Thermogram showing the FID signal, transmittance intensity, and 174 
temperature; (right) corresponding AVEC plot. On the x-axis is the evolved carbon 175 
concentration (μg cm-2) and on the y-axis the attenuation (ln(I0/I)); colours indicate the 176 
expected sample temperature. The three black dashed lines indicate respectively the 177 
change from the inert to oxygenated phases, the split point, and the end of the analysis. The 178 
four horizontal arrows directly indicate the OC, PC, EC and TC sample concentrations, as 179 
quantified on the x-axis. Both graphs show the analysis of the same sample; a, b, c and d are 180 
discussed in the text. 181 
 182 
The graph shown on the right of Figure 1 is an AVEC plot of an ambient sample. Again, the 183 
analysis proceeds from left to right. The different colours in the AVEC plot represent the 184 
changes in temperature, from which it is easy to spot the different carbon fractions that 185 
evolved during the analysis. At the beginning of the analysis, the sample deposited on the 186 
filter has an attenuation indicated by (a) in the AVEC plot, which would be constant during 187 
the inert phase if there were no pyrolysis. However, some organics tend to pyrolyse 188 
resulting in an increase in attenuation (b). The attenuation reaches a maximum value at the 189 
end of the inert phase (c). The later introduction of O2 to the main carrier gas results in the 190 
removal of dark particles from the sample and a decreasing attenuation (d). 191 
One of the advantages of the AVEC plot is that all the information is summarized in a single 192 
line, making it easier to read and interpret. For instance, the AVEC plot can be used to assess 193 
the sensitivity of the OC/EC split to the laser instability. Varying the designation of the split 194 
point by the estimated laser instability of ±3% (Cavalli et al., 2010) (on the vertical axis in the 195 
AVEC plot) allows the corresponding change in OC and EC to be read directly from the 196 
horizontal axis. Figure 2 shows that the relative change in OC and EC on the 168 filters for a 197 
3% laser instability, as determined by the gradient of the AVEC plot at the split point. This 198 
was different at each monitoring site. The mean change ranged from 7.6% to 14.7% in EC 199 
and 0.9% to 18.6% in OC, with greatest sensitivity being displayed by the MY roadside site.  200 
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 201 
Figure 2. Relative change in OC and EC concentration for each site for a ±3% change in 202 
attenuation at the split point for the 168 samples. 203 
 204 
 205 
 206 
Another important benefit of the AVEC plot is that the slope of the curve in the oxygenated 207 
phase provides information about the mass absorption cross-section of the material leaving 208 
the filter. In the inert gas phase, the gradient does not provide an easily interpretable metric 209 
because there are two processes involved: PC formation and OC evolution, rather than just 210 
the PC/EC evolution in the oxygenated phase. 211 
Simplistically, if the units on the x-axis are μg cm-2, the gradient of the curve in the oxidising 212 
atmosphere region should be the mass absorption cross-section (σ) of the evolving material, 213 
expressed in cm2 μg-1 (Liousse et al., 1993). However, this is complicated for reasons similar 214 
to those affecting the quantification of mass absorption cross-section within aethalometers 215 
or indeed any filter based measurement of light absorption, as discussed in Section 3.4. 216 
 217 
3.2 The effect of the instrument transit time on the AVEC plot and the OC /EC split 218 
While the transmittance signal reflects the instantaneous change in the darkening of 219 
the sample in the filter, the FID response has a time lag, known as the transit time 220 
(Panteliadis et al., 2015). This is the time for the gases evolved from the filter to reach the 221 
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FID. Consequently, the attenuation at each second of the analysis does not correspond to 222 
the amount of carbon that reaches the detector at that same instant. 223 
Since each instrument differs in model, flow path, etc., the transit time will also differ. The 224 
US Environmental Protection Agency (Sarnat et al., 2011) also recommends that a transit 225 
time check is performed after any major maintenance. 226 
The transit time is important since it can affect the OC/EC split point assigned by the 227 
instrument, and it also influences the gradient of the curve in the oxygenated phase in AVEC 228 
plots, and thereby the estimation of σ. 229 
To illustrate this, Figure 3 shows the changes in the AVEC plot using different assumed 230 
transit times. The coloured lines represent a range of transit times from 0 (grey line) to 16 231 
seconds (green line). The typical instrumental values of transit time range between 5 and 15 232 
seconds (Panteliadis et al., 2015). For this illustration, a slightly wider range was used, to 233 
include the zero value, which refers to the carbon concentration values with no transit time 234 
correction. The AVEC curves follow more or less the same path during the first part of the 235 
analysis, but diverge in the later part before recombining at the end, when the filter is free 236 
of carbonaceous material. The divergence of the plot lines will be noticeable following rapid 237 
changes of EC evolution, when an accurate transit time will be important. 238 
Figure 3 shows two samples that exhibit very different properties: in a) the transit time did 239 
not significantly affect the determination of the split point; in b) the transit time had a larger 240 
effect on the split point. If the divergence of the plot lines is early in the oxygenated phase it 241 
affects the split point, otherwise it affects only the determination of optical properties. 242 
The horizontal lines in the plots show different possible split points and the vertical lines 243 
indicate the implied OC concentration. In Figure 3 a), only two lines are drawn, one at 0 244 
seconds and the other at 16 seconds transit time. Here, the OC concentration varied by only 245 
3% for the 0-16 second change in transit time. However, the split point was highly 246 
influenced by the transit time in Figure 3 b). In this case, the OC concentration varied by 9%, 247 
and EC by more than 50% across the different transit time assumptions.  248 
It is noticeable that the gradient of the curve at the end of the ambient sample analysis in 249 
Figure 3 changed substantially (from about 0.13 cm2 μg-1 (σ = 13 m2 g-1) to close to infinite) 250 
with the different assumed transit times.  251 
 252 
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 253 
Figure 3. AVEC plots showing the effect of different transit times on the OC/EC split point. 254 
The left hand sample is an ambient PM sample and the right hand side is a coal burning 255 
emission sample. Vertical lines show split points corresponding to 0 and 16 seconds transit 256 
times The AVEC plot colours denote different assumed transit times for each sample.  257 
The impact of transit time assumptions of the analysis split point was tested for all 168 258 
samples. The calculated OC with an assumed transit time of 0 seconds was compared with a 259 
transit time of 16 seconds. As shown in Figure 4, the apparent OC increased in all samples 260 
with the assumed 16 second transit time, with the corresponding in decrease in EC.  The 261 
mean bias in OC across the three site types was between 2 and 5 % but a small number of 262 
samples had a bias of over 10%. The mean bias in EC was between -4 and -13%. The rural 263 
samples showed greater variability.  264 
 265 
  266 
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 267 
Figure 4 Bias in OC and EC concentration with a transit time of 16 seconds compared with a 268 
transit time of zero seconds. HA = Harwell rural, NK = North Kensington background and MY 269 
= Marylebone Road kerbside. N = 168. 270 
3.3 Early evolution of EC or PC 271 
Dark particles sometimes evolve during the inert phase when, in principle, only 272 
organic carbon (OC) should be leaving the filter. This is termed early evolution (Malm et al., 273 
1994, Yang and Yu, 2002, Yu et al., 2002, Chow et al., 2004, Subramanian et al., 2006). Early 274 
evolution occurs when the attenuation decreases during the inert phase of the analysis, 275 
meaning that some dark material is desorbed together with the OC.  276 
It is very easy to identify early evolution in the AVEC plot. This happens when the highest 277 
point in attenuation precedes the switch of the gas mixture, as in Figure 5. 278 
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 279 
Figure 5. AVEC plot showing early evolution of PC/EC. Circle denotes maximum attenuation 280 
and vertical line shows the change from He to He/O2 atmosphere. The different colours of 281 
the curve indicate the temperature changes. 282 
We can have three case scenarios: 1) the dark material evolving is PC, 2) it is EC or 3) it is a 283 
mixture of the two. If it is PC that evolved in the inert phase, it does not affect the OC/EC 284 
split because this was OC that underwent pyrolysis. Moreover, the assigned split point 285 
would be unaffected because it takes into account the attenuation at the beginning of the 286 
analysis and not at the highest value. However, if the particles evolving in the inert phase 287 
are native EC, early evolution would affect the determination of OC and EC concentrations, 288 
but only if the σ of PC and EC differs. If σ of EC is smaller than PC we would have an 289 
overestimation of OC and vice versa. If it is a mix of the two it would interfere with the 290 
analysis only if the PC and EC on the filter have different σ. 291 
Early evolution occurred in 47 out of 168 samples (28%) analysed with EUSAAR_2 protocol 292 
and in 105 out of 160 samples (65%) analysed following the Quartz protocol.  293 
 294 
3.4 Quantitative optical information from AVEC plots 295 
If the area of the filter is well defined and the entire light beam passes through the 296 
sample, then a value for the mass absorption cross-section (σ) of the material leaving the 297 
filter in the oxygenated phase can be obtained directly from the AVEC plot. The slope of this 298 
section of the curve is given by (Liousse et al., 1993): 299 
∆	
∆
	
 	                   (Equation 1) 300 
 301 
 302 
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Given that the y-axis of the AVEC plot is optical attenuation and the x-axis is the carbon 303 
evolved up in the oxygenated phase (in μg cm-2), the gradient of the curve in the oxygenated 304 
phase is in principle the mass absorption cross-section of the evolving material, in units of 305 
cm2 μg-1. This can be multiplied by 100 to give the more usual units of m2 g-1.  306 
However, the determination of the mass absorption cross-section has some caveats. Similar 307 
to an aethalometer or particle soot absorption photometer, the change in attenuation will 308 
be determined by the mass absorption cross-section of the material leaving the filter but 309 
also by some artefacts such as multiple scattering within the filter, undetected scattered 310 
light, and shadowing (Gundel et al., 1984, Petzold et al., 1997, Weingartner et al., 2003, 311 
Arnott et al., 2005, Davy et al., 2017). These change the apparent mass absorption cross-312 
section and partially depend on the amount of dark material on the filter. Undetected 313 
scattered light depends on the geometry of the light source, filter and light sensor (Vecchi et 314 
al., 2014). Due to the relatively large separation of the light source and sensor in an OCEC 315 
instrument compared, for example, with an aethalometer, this type of scattering would be 316 
expected to play a more significant role. Generally, lower mass absorption cross-sections 317 
are measured with highly loaded filters compared to lightly loaded ones because of 318 
shadowing. This widely recognised non-linearity between the apparent mass absorption 319 
cross-section and the amount of dark material on a filter is often approximated as a 320 
quadratic function (Virkkula et al., 2007, Park et al., 2010, Davy et al., 2017). Nevertheless, 321 
notable changes in absorption cross-section of the material evolved at different stages of 322 
the analysis should be relevant to the PC/EC question and to source apportionment. 323 
 324 
At the start of the oxygenated atmosphere phase, the material on the filter will be the 325 
original EC along with any pyrolysed material, and in principle it could be possible to 326 
distinguish between the two using the AVEC curve. In thermal-optical analyses, the accurate 327 
discrimination between OC and EC relies upon either one or the other of the following two 328 
assumptions being true: 1) PC formed during the He-mode is assumed to have the same σ as 329 
the native atmospheric EC (Moosmüller et al., 2009). If so, regardless of when PC and EC 330 
actually evolve from the filter during the analysis, the desorbed carbon beyond the split 331 
point is equivalent to the amount of native EC. 2) Alternatively, all PC formed during the He-332 
phase is assumed to evolve from the filter before the native EC. In this case, despite possible 333 
differences in σ of PC and EC, the post-split point carbon still represents the true native EC. 334 
Previous studies (Yang and Yu, 2002, Yu et al., 2002, Subramanian et al., 2006) showed that 335 
these assumptions are not always valid. PC and EC have been found to co-evolve during the 336 
He/O2-phase and, even, prematurely from the He-phase at high temperatures (as shown in 337 
Figure 5); moreover, they have been shown to have significantly different values of σ (Yang 338 
and Yu, 2002, Yu et al., 2002, Chow et al., 2004, Subramanian et al., 2006, Han et al., 2007). 339 
There are, then, inherent potential biases in both directions in the determination of OC and 340 
EC. Subramanian et al. (2006) suggest that original EC is less dark than the pyrolysed 341 
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material. If less dark original EC is evolved first, the split point will come too late, the 342 
estimated pyrolysed material will be too large and EC will be measured as too low 343 
(Karanasiou et al., 2015). Conversely, if original EC is darker than the pyrolysed material and 344 
evolves first then the split point will be too soon and the bias in the OC/EC split will be 345 
reversed. 346 
 347 
In contrast to thermograms, the AVEC plot provides a means to examine the mass 348 
absorption cross-section of material leaving the filter at different stages of the analysis to 349 
investigate the validity of the assumptions affecting the OC/EC split. 350 
 351 
There are clear differences in the AVEC plots of the samples shown in Figure 1 and Figure 3a 352 
and the coal sample shown in Figure 3b. The carbon evolving from the middle stages of the 353 
oxygenated phase in the coal sample is much less absorbing than the material evolving from 354 
the same stage with the ambient samples. This would be consistent with concepts of black 355 
and brown carbon in this coal emission sample (Andreae and Gelencsér, 2006, Reisinger et 356 
al., 2008). Alternatively, this could be due to different mass absorption cross sections and 357 
evolution temperatures for the native elemental and pyrolysed carbon in this sample. 358 
 359 
When absorption is measured with the intention to derive “black carbon” concentrations, a 360 
measured or assumed specific value of σ must be used to convert light absorption to mass 361 
concentration of EC. In the conventional measurement of black carbon by aethalometer, a 362 
relationship between black carbon concentration and light attenuation uses value of σ of 363 
16.6 m2 g-1.  Davy et al. (2017) showed that on-filter values of σ are filter-material 364 
dependent. Great care must be taken when comparing values reported for σ because of the 365 
associated artefacts (Vecchi et al., 2014, Davy et al., 2017).  366 
 367 
For particles deposited on quartz filters, literature values of σ for native EC range from 8.1 368 
m2 g-1 to 25.4 m2 g-1 for solvent-extracted ambient samples (Gundel et al., 1984, Liousse et 369 
al., 1993, Petzold et al., 1997, Subramanian et al., 2006). The reported values of σ for PC are 370 
almost always greater: in particular, 35 m2 g-1 was found for Pittsburgh samples 371 
(Subramanian et al., 2006), 52.8 ± 10.6 m2 g-1 (average ± standard deviation) for Fresno 372 
samples and 48.5 ± 3.9 m2 g-1 was reported for IMPROVE network samples (Chow et al., 373 
2004). Davy et al. (2017) found that σ values vary by filter type and found values 72 ± 19 m2 374 
g-1 for quartz filters. 375 
 376 
These values can be compared with those derived from AVEC plots for ambient samples in 377 
the next section. 378 
 379 
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3.5 Ambient samples analysed by EUSAAR_2 and Quartz protocols 380 
In this section, AVEC plots were used to investigate the differences in optical 381 
properties among particles from different ambient environments, and the effect of the 382 
protocol on the PC formation. 383 
 384 
Figure 6. AVEC plots of urban background (North Kensington, in green), rural (Harwell, in 385 
red) and roadside (Marylebone Road, in navy) ambient samples analysed with EUSAAR_2 (a) 386 
and Quartz (b) protocols. These protocols are set out in the Supplementary Information. The 387 
change in atmosphere is indicated with the vertical dashed line and horizontal dashed lines 388 
denotes the attenuation at the start of the sample analysis. 389 
 390 
As shown in Figure 6, the urban and rural samples had similar initial attenuation and total 391 
carbon concentration, while the roadside sample had twice the initial attenuation of the 392 
urban and rural samples and slightly less than twice the total carbon concentration. The 393 
initial attenuation value of each sample and the total carbon agreed within 5% for the two 394 
protocols. 395 
Figure 7 shows the AVEC plots from the three ambient samples shown in Figure 6, 396 
highlighting the PC formation and correction. The EUSAAR_2 and Quartz analyses show a 397 
similar amount of pyrolysis in terms of concentration of PC determined by the instrument, 398 
indicated by the base of the triangles. However, the change in attenuation due to pyrolysis, 399 
indicated by the height of the triangles, was significantly greater in the Quartz analyses. The 400 
Quartz protocol shows greater darkening of the sample in the inert phase. The differences in 401 
gradient of the hypotenuse of the triangles indicate that material with different optical 402 
properties was evolved at the beginning of the oxidised phase in the two protocols. The PC 403 
formed in the higher temperature Quartz protocol had greater σ than that formed in the 404 
EUSAAR_2 protocol.  405 
 406 
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 407 
Figure 7. AVEC plots of ambient samples from urban (North Kensington), rural (Harwell) and 408 
roadside (Marylebone Road) sites analysed with the EUSAAR_2 (a, c, e) and the Quartz (b, d, 409 
f) protocols. The change in atmosphere is indicated with the vertical black line. The coloured 410 
triangles inside the AVEC plots indicate the area in the oxygenated phase that corresponds 411 
to the PC correction. The triangles to the right of the plots show the differences in the 412 
gradients and areas between the sample analysed with EUSAAR_2 (coloured) and Quartz 413 
(the transparent triangle with black border line). 414 
 415 
To assess the correlation between attenuation increase in the inert phase and PC 416 
concentration, 149 ambient samples from the three sites were analysed using the two 417 
protocols and plotted against each other. Correlations were calculated using Reduced Major 418 
Axis (RMA) (Ayers (2001); Warton et al. (2006). The attenuation increase during the inert 419 
phase is about 25% lower in the samples analysed using the EUSAAR_2 protocol compared 420 
to the Quartz one (Figure 8a; slope = 0.75 ± 0.04; intercept: -0.01 ± 0.03; R = 0.95). However, 421 
the values of PC derived from the EUSAAR_2 protocol were 10% higher compared to the 422 
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ones calculated from the Quartz one (Figure 8b; slope: = 1.10 ± 0.03; intercept: 0.22 ± 0.12; 423 
R=0.98). This is in agreement with the earlier observation that the material evolving at the 424 
beginning of the oxygenated phase in the Quartz samples had, on average, higher σ than the 425 
EUSAAR_2 ones.  426 
 427 
Figure 8. Correlation of the attenuation increase due to pyrolysis (a) and concentrations of 428 
PC (b) as observed from 149 ambient samples analysed using both the EUSAAR_2 and the 429 
Quartz protocols.  430 
 431 
Average apparent σ values were calculated for the ambient samples analysed using the 432 
EUSAAR_2 protocol using Equation (1). The attenuation change was calculated as the 433 
difference between the attenuation measured at the start of the oxygenated phase and the 434 
attenuation at the end of the analysis; and the carbon evolved was the sum of PC and EC 435 
concentrations. We found a range of σ of 30 ± 6 m2 g-1 in rural samples, 23 ± 6 m2 g-1 in 436 
urban samples and 12 ± 3.5 m2 g-1 in roadside samples. The roadside samples had lowest σ 437 
probably because they were most influenced by the shadowing effect. To avoid the 438 
shadowing effect we measured the slope of the curve in the area close to the end of the 439 
analysis, where it should not affect the analysis due to the small content of carbon 440 
remaining. The σ measured in this section of the curve had similar values to the σ values 441 
found for the PC reported in the literature: 45 ± 10 m2 g-1 (rural samples); 42 ± 8 m2 g-1 442 
(urban samples); and 35 ± 14 m2 g-1 (roadside samples).  443 
 444 
4 Conclusions 445 
 446 
AVEC plots are a new visual representation of the behaviour of a sample during OCEC 447 
analysis. They are complementary to thermograms, which focus on the instrument outputs 448 
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rather than the sample properties. One of the advantages of using the AVEC plot is that it is 449 
possible to evaluate the amount of pyrolysis, OC, PC, and EC directly from the graph.  450 
 The AVEC plot highlights how laser instability and the assumed instrument transit 451 
time can affect the attribution of OC, PC, and EC, and how an erroneous transit time value 452 
can affect the estimation of σ in the oxygenated phase. Furthermore, the AVEC plot is a 453 
useful tool to identify if any early evolution is occurring and estimate the amount of carbon 454 
involved. 455 
However, the most important feature of this plot is that the gradient of the curve in the 456 
oxygenated phase indicates the σ of the particles deposited on the filter. This information 457 
can be used to improve the reliability of the split point between OC and EC, and to 458 
investigate the optical properties of the material on the filter. For example, clear differences 459 
were seen in the AVEC plots between coal emission and ambient samples. For full 460 
quantitative information it is necessary to account for artefacts, such as the shadowing 461 
effect and the effects of scattered light. The shadowing effect, due to a large quantity of 462 
particles deposited on the filter, causes an underestimation of the measured attenuation 463 
and of the calculated σ in the same way as for an aethalometer. Another important factor to 464 
account for is the geometry of the instrument. If the detector is too far from the sample it 465 
can miss scattered light leading to an overestimation of the measured attenuation.  466 
The average apparent σ values calculated in the oxygenated phase of the ambient samples 467 
were comparable to that found in the literature. The roadside site sample showed lower 468 
average σ than the other samples, presumably due to a larger shadowing effect. The σ 469 
values calculated from the later part of the oxygenated phase curve, which should minimise 470 
shadowing effects, gave consistent results among the different sites. 471 
Furthermore, the AVEC plots presented here highlight that the optical properties of the PC 472 
formed during the analysis varies by protocol. The PC formed by the higher temperature 473 
Quartz protocol had a greater σ than that produced by the lower temperature EUSAAR_2 474 
protocol. The AVEC plots show that these differences were evident in the carbon evolving at 475 
the beginning of the oxygenated phase. Therefore, we conclude that in these cases PC 476 
evolved at lower temperatures than the native EC in ambient samples. This could explain 477 
the systematic 10% difference observed between the PC measured by the two protocols. 478 
However, shadowing effects prevent the determination of an artefact free σ from the upper 479 
part of AVEC curve and at present the assumptions of Yang and Yu, 2002 cannot yet be 480 
tested.  481 
 482 
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elemental and organic carbon analysis 2 
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 5 
 6 
 7 
Highlights 8 
 9 
We provide a new way to represent thermal-optical OC/EC analysis data (AVEC plot).  10 
 11 
The AVEC plot focuses on the sample properties, not the instrument sensor status. 12 
 13 
It allows the investigation of the optical properies of carbon particles. 14 
The optical properties of pyrolysed ambient carbon differed between protocols. 15 
